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A Survey of Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy in Korea

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to investigate the current status of stereotactic body radiother-
apy (SBRT) in Korea. A nationwide survey was conducted by the Korean Stereotactic 
Radiosurgery Group of the Korean Society for Radiation Oncology (KROG 13-13).

Materials and Methods
SBRT was defined as radiotherapy with delivery of a high dose of radiation to an extracranial
lesion in ! 4 fractions. A 16-questionnaire survey was sent by e-mail to the chief of radiation
oncology at 85 institutions in June 2013. 

Results
All institutions (100%) responded to this survey. Of these, 38 institutions (45%) have used
SBRT and 47 institutions (55%) have not used SBRT. Regarding the treatment site, the lung
(92%) and liver (76%) were the two most common sites. The most common schedules were
60 Gy/4 fractions for non-small cell lung cancer, 48 Gy/4 fractions for lung metastases, 60
Gy/3 fractions for hepatocellular carcinoma, and 45 Gy/3 fractions or 40 Gy/4 fractions
for liver metastases. Four-dimensional computed tomography (CT) was the most common
method for planning CT (74%). During planning CT, the most common method of immobi-
lization was the use of an alpha cradle/vacuum-lock (42%). 

Conclusion
Based on this survey, conduct of further prospective studies will be needed in order to 
determine the appropriate prescribed doses and to standardize the practice of SBRT.
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Introduction

Since introduction of stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) for
treatment of arterio-venous malformation by Leksell in 1951
[1], SRS with delivery of a high dose of radiation in a single
session has been used for treatment of lesions in the brain
and spine [2]. Subsequently, stereotactic body radiotherapy
(SBRT) was derived from SRS with improvements in radia-
tion technology. SBRT is a “newly emerging treatment
method to deliver a high dose of radiation to the target, 
utilizing either a single dose or a small number of fractions
with a high degree of precision within the body” [3]. Many
articles describing the promising results of SBRT have 
recently been published: most experience with SBRT 
involves treatment of lung cancer and liver metastases,
whereas there has been less experience with hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC), and far less with pancreatic cancer and
other malignancies [4]. 

Despite increased use of SBRT, little is known about the
methodology and technology of SBRT in the radiation oncol-
ogy community. To the best of our knowledge, nationwide
surveys of SBRT have been conducted in few countries, 
however, no surveys have been conducted to assess the use
of SBRT in Korea [5-9]. The indication of reimbursement for
SBRT expended to include CyberKnife in 2011, since SBRT
was approved by the National Health Insurance Service in
2003. Consequently, a number of institutions in Korea have
considered a potential increase in the use of SBRT. Therefore,
a nationwide survey on the use of SBRT in Korea was 
conducted by the Korean Stereotactic Radiosurgery Group
of the Korean Society for Radiation Oncology.

Materials and Methods

In Korea, SBRT is covered by the National Health Insur-
ance Service in cases of radiotherapy regimens using ! 4 
fractions applied to lesions within the body. Therefore, for
the survey, we defined SBRT as radiotherapy with delivery
of a high dose of radiation to an extracranial lesion in ! 4 
fractions. A 16-questionnaire survey was designed to deter-
mine the aspects of SBRT use, including treatment site, 
prescribed dose, moving organ control system, treatment
machine, and planning system. Because the respondents
were able to select multiple answers for certain questions,
the total percentage did not add up to 100% for selected ques-
tions.

In 2013, 85 institutions in Korea have a department of 
radiation oncology. To assess the current status of SBRT use,

we sent the survey by e-mail to the chief of radiation 
oncology of all 85 institutions in June 2013. The completed
surveys were returned by e-mail after three weeks. In the
event of non-response, the institutions were contacted by
telephone several times in addition to being sent e-mails in
order to achieve a 100% response rate. This study was 
conducted under the authorization and cooperation of the
Korea Radiation Oncology Group (KROG 13-13). 

Results

Eighty-five institutions (100%) responded by June 2013. 
Of these, 38 institutions (45%) have used SBRT and 47 insti-
tutions (55%) have not used SBRT. Among those that have
not used SBRT, 11 institutions (23%) have already been 
prepared to start SBRT in 2013. When the respondents were
allowed up to two answers, the most common reason for the
use of SBRT was the delivery of higher doses than that 
possible with conventional radiotherapy (89%). The next
most common reasons were the shortening of treatment 
duration to improve patients’ convenience and reduce the
mechanical load of the treatment machine (24%), and retreat-
ment (21%). Additional reasons for use of SBRT were the
shortening of treatment duration in order to start another
treatment as early as possible when using a multidisciplinary
approach (11%), participation in a clinical trial (8%), and the
promising treatment outcomes of SBRT (3%). The most 
common reason for not using SBRT was the lack of special
equipment (36%), followed by the lack of appropriate 
patients for SBRT (32%). Use of other fractionation such as
hypofractionation (19%) and the lack of experience with use
of SBRT (13%) were other reasons for not using SBRT.

In Korea, since introduction of SBRT at one institution in
1997, the number of institutions using SBRT has shown a
gradual increase (Fig. 1A). According to this survey, we 
expect that 58% of institutions would use SBRT in 2014. As
of June, 2013, the number of SBRT cases per year was " 100
in three institutions (8%), 50-99 in five (13%), 30-49 in three
(8%), 10-29 in 13 (34%), and < 10 in 14 (37%) (Fig. 1B). 
Regarding the treatment site, the lung (92%) and liver (76%)
were the two most common sites treated with SBRT. Other
treatment sites were the pancreas (21%), prostate (18%),
retroperitoneum (18%), head and neck (18%), and adrenal
glands (13%) (Fig. 2A). Cumulative adoption of SBRT for the
two most common treatment sites, the lung and liver, is
shown in Fig. 2B. 

Prescribed doses for lung and liver SBRT varied among 
institutions, as shown in Fig. 3. The most common schedule
for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) was 60 Gy in four
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fractions (11 institutions, 32%), followed by 48 Gy in four
fractions (nine institutions, 26%) and 60 Gy in three fractions
(five institutions, 15%). The most common schedule for lung
metastases was 48 Gy in four fractions (10 institutions, 35%),
followed by 60 Gy in four fractions (seven institutions, 24%),
and 60 Gy in three fractions (five institutions, 17%). The most
common schedule for HCC was 60 Gy in three fractions
(seven institutions, 26%), followed by 45 Gy in three fractions
(four institutions, 15%), 48 Gy in four fractions (three insti-
tutions, 11%), and 40 Gy in four fractions (three institutions,
11%). The prescribed dose for treatment of liver metastases
showed greater variety among institutions. The most 
common schedule was 45 Gy in three fractions or 40 Gy in
four fractions (four institutions each, 19%), followed by 60
Gy in three fractions, or 48 or 60 Gy in four fractions (three
institutions each, 14%). 

The most common method of planning computed tomog-
raphy (CT) for SBRT was to use four-dimensional CT (4DCT)
(28 institutions, 74%), followed by inhalation and exhalation-
breath-hold CT (nine institutions, 24%), and free-breathing
CT (eight institutions, 21%). Otherwise, some institutions
used slow CT (13%) or free-breathing CT combined with 
fluoroscopy (8%). The most common method of immobiliza-
tion during planning CT was the use of an alpha cradle/
vacuum-lock (16 institutions, 42%), followed by the use of a
stereotactic body frame (10 institutions, 26%), wingboard (10
institutions, 26%), alpha cradle/vaccume-lock and wing-
board (10 institutions, 26%), and so on. For control of respi-
ratory motion, respiratory-gated radiotherapy with Real-
Time Position Management (Varian Medical Systems, Palo
Alto, CA) (24 institutions, 63%) and forced shallow breathing
with abdominal compression (13 institutions, 34%) were the

Fig. 1.  (A) Cumulative adoption of stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) after its introduction in 1997; green bar indicates
institutions which have already been prepared to start SBRT in 2013. (B) The number of SBRT cases per year in each institution
using SBRT as of June 2013.
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Fig. 2.  (A) Treatment sites applied stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT). (B) Cumulative adoption of SBRT for the two
most common treatment sites (lung and liver).
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Fig. 3.  The prescribed doses for non-small cell lung cancer (A), lung metastases (B), hepatocellular carcinoma (C), and liver
metastases (D) among institutions. SBRT, stereotactic body radiotherapy.
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two most commonly used techniques. Details of the methods
used for control of moving organs are summarized in Table 1.  

The treatment machines used for SBRT varied among 
institutions. Thirteen institutions (34%) had " 2 specially
equipped treatment machines for SBRT and could select the
suitable treatment machine according to treatment site and
patients’ characteristics. The three most commonly used
treatment machines were RapidArc (Varian Medical 
Systems) (16 institutions, 42%), Varian Clinac iX (Varian
Medical Systems) (10 institutions, 26%), and CyberKnife 
(Accuray Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) (eight institutions, 21%)
(Table 2). For SBRT planning, 15 institutions (39%) had " 2
planning systems. The majority of SBRT users (27 institu-
tions, 71%) used Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems). For the
remaining users, eight (21%) used iPlan (BrainLAB AG, Feld-
kirchen, Germany), seven (18%) used the CyberKnife plan-
ning systems, six (16%) used the Pinnacle system (Philips,
Milpitas, CA), four (11%) used a Tomotherapy Hi-Art or HD
unit (Accuray Inc.), two (5%) used MONACO (Elekta, Craw-
ley, UK), and one (3%) used Nucletron Oncentra MasterPlan
(Nucletron BV, Veenendaal, The Netherlands). For optimal
dose distribution for tumor and normal organ, 25 institutions
(66%) used various planning techniques. The most common

SBRT planning technique was static intensity-modulated 
radiotherapy (IMRT) (29 institutions, 76%), followed by 
dynamic conformal arc radiotherapy (19 institutions, 50%),
3-dimensional conformal radiotherapy with multiple beam
arrangements (14 institutions, 37%), robotic SBRT (eight 
institutions, 21%), and rotational IMRT (six institutions,
16%).  

As an assisted device for target localization, fiducials are
rarely used in Korea. Insertion of fiducials is always 
performed in only one institution (3%), and fiducials are
sometimes inserted in eight institutions (21%). For target 
localization before each treatment, the most common verifi-
cation method was conebeam CT (33 institutions, 87%), 
followed by orthogonal kilovoltage radiography (19 institu-
tions, 50%), orthogonal megavoltage localization image (six
institutions, 16%), and fluoroscopy (four institutions, 11%).
During treatment for a moving target, nearly half of the 
institutions (45%) did not use respiratory gating methods.
Among users of respiratory gating methods, the most 
common application rate of gating treatment to moving 
targets was 10%-39% (seven institutions), as shown in Fig. 4.

Table 1. Details of the methods used for control of moving organs

To identify all equipment per institution, the respondents selected multiple answers. RPM, Real-Time Position Management. 

No. of institutions (%) (n=38) 
Method of immobilization
Alpha cradle/vacuum-lock 16 (42)
Stereotactic body frame 10 (26)
Wingboard 10 (26)
Alpha cradle/vacuum-lock+wingboard 10 (26)
Stereotactic body frame+alpha 6 (16)
cradle/vacuum-lock+wingboard 

Stereotactic body frame+alpha 2 (5)
cradle/vacuum-lock

No use 3 (8)
Method of respiratory motion control
Respiratory gating methods Varian RPM 24 (63)

ExacTrac gating-Novalis gating 4 (11)
Anzai gating 2 (5)

Forced shallow breathing with abdominal compression           13 (34)
Real-time tumor tracking methods  6 (16)
Breath-hold methods Active-breathing control 2 (5)

Deep-inspiration breath hold 0 (
Self-held breathing hold with 2 (5)
respiratory monitoring

Self-held breathing hold without 0 (
respiratory monitoring

No use 6 (16)
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Discussion

In Korea, the use of SBRT was introduced in 1997 and has
increased over time. Consistent with the results of surveys
conducted in Japan and the United States, in Korea, the most
common sites treated using SBRT were the lung and liver
[5,6]. However, there is discordance between countries with
regard to preferred prescribed doses. The most common
schedule for lung cancer was 60 Gy in three fractions in the
United States and 48 Gy in four fractions in Japan, whereas,
in Korea, the most common schedule was 60 Gy in four 
fractions for primary lung cancer and 48 Gy in four fractions
for lung metastases. In cases of liver SBRT, there is more 
variation in preferred prescribed doses between countries.
In the United States, the most common schedule for liver 
cancer was 45 Gy in three fractions. In Japan, the most 
common schedule was 48 Gy in four fractions for primary
liver cancer, and 50 Gy in five fractions or 48 Gy in four 
fractions for liver metastases, whereas, in Korea, the most
common schedule was 60 Gy in three fractions for HCC, and
45 Gy in three fractions or 40 Gy in four fractions for liver
metastases. 

The optimal fraction and irradiated dose for SBRT remains
unclear. Fortunately, there seems to be an emerging consen-
sus on use of SBRT for treatment of NSCLC. A Japanese
multi-institutional study concluded that a biologically 
effective dose (BED) of 100-150 Gy (!/"=10 Gy) was feasible
and beneficial for stage I NSCLC [10]. Results of a 
meta-analysis suggested a BED of 83.2-146 Gy10, and the
slight increase in toxicity for a BED of > 146 Gy10 was 

magnified because most patients who received SBRT were
medically inoperable and relatively older age [11]. The
largest cohort study conducted in this regard showed that
the dose-response relationship for local control reached a
plateau at a BED of 105 Gy10 [12]. Our survey showed that
most institutions in Korea followed these guidelines. On the
other hand, treatment of HCC using SBRT is currently under
discussion, and phase I-II studies have been conducted with
various prescribed doses. HCC is a radiosensitive cancer and
has a dose-response relationship [13-15]. Several studies
using SBRT with 30-60 Gy in 3-5 fractions showed 2- or 
3-year local control rate of 68%-95% [16-19]. Ongoing 
phase II studies on the use of SBRT for HCC conducted in
Korea would be helpful in drawing a proper conclusion 
regarding the fraction and irradiated dose (NCT01825824,
NCT01850667, KCT0000625, and NCT01910909). Further
studies on nationwide patterns-of-care and outcome analy-
ses, based on our survey, would support the standardization
of SBRT use for HCC in Korea.

According to results of our survey, in Korea, the most 
common method for planning CT was 4DCT (74%), similar
to the findings of surveys conducted in the United States, and
Germany and Austria [8,9]. However, the methods of 
immobilization used during planning CT differed among
countries. Use of a stereotactic body frame was the most
common in Japan (68%), whereas, an alpha cradle/vaccum-
lock was the most commonly used in the United States (52%),

Table 2. Types of treatment machines for stereotactic
body radiotherapy in Korea

Types of treatment No. of institutions (%)
machines (n=38)
RapidArc 16 (42)
Varian Clinac iX 10 (26)
CyberKnife 8 (21)
Novalis 4 (11)
Tomotherapy 4 (11)
Novalis Tx 3 (8)
Elekta VMAT 3 (8)
TrueBeam 3 (8)
Simens Oncor 1 (3)
Simense Artiste 1 (3)
Varian Clinac 2100C 1 (3)

To identify all equipment per institution, the respondents
selected multiple answers.

0%, 17

1%-9%, 5

10%-39%, 7

40%-59%, 2

60%-89%, 2

90%-99%, 2
100%, 3

Total No. of institutions treating SBRT=38
(application rate, No. of institutions)

Fig. 4. Application rate of respiratory gating method to
moving targets according to institution. SBRT, stereotactic
body radiotherapy.
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followed by a stereotactic body frame (24%) [5,8]. In Korea,
alpha cradle/vacuum-lock and stereotactic body frame were
similarly used. These findings might be owing to the recent
application of in-room image guidance. In Japan, a survey
conducted in 2005 showed that the most common verifica-
tion method before each SBRT was the use of a portal film.
In contrast, surveys conducted in both the United States in
2010 and in Korea in 2013 showed that most institutions used
in-room CT or planar images for target localization. Initially,
a stereotactic body frame was developed for improvement
of reproducibility and was regarded as an essential structural
component for SBRT [20]. However, the advancements in
image guidance ensure high geometric accuracy for moving
organs irrespective of the immobilization method used, and,
therefore, use of a stereotactic body frame is no longer essen-
tial [21]. The SBRT delivery technique also varied among
countries. Three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy with
multiple beam arrangements was the most commonly used
delivery technique in Japan (79%), whereas, static IMRT was
the most commonly used technique in Korea (76%). These
factors are generally considered to affect the clinical results
of SBRT. However, all of these uncertainties could be of
smaller clinical relevance than previously estimated if a
stereotactic ablative dose is delivered [9].

Conclusion

In Korea, SBRT is used at 38 institutions (45%), and its use
is expected to show a continuous increase. However, SBRT
practices vary among institutions. These findings underscore
the need for additional prospective studies to determine the
appropriate prescribed doses and to standardize the use of
SBRT.
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